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AGENDA FOR PLAYERS MEETING 

OPEN-MIX FALL-WINTER 

LEAGUE STARTS  

(July 14 or July 21) 

 
Welcome everyone to our 2020 – Session. 
  
These were the final standings, therefore the number 
of your team.   
 
 

 
 

 
Difference between 1st 97.5 and 23rd  33.5= 64 round 
points 
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Blind log: 
 
The Ruling - 6 singles NO double blinds allowed. 
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    DISCUSSION VOTED VIA SURVEY 
 

a- Money Owed: Remove the rule about teams having to 

be under the limit of $80 by week #5 & extend the 

deadline to ½ way point of the season instead. At that 

point we start charging the 1 round point penalty each 

week they’re over the limit. YES 

    

b- Position round - remove the free rounds & do not      

charge the team that doesn't have an opponent the 

weekly fees. YES 

      

c- Forfeits - The rule is automatic 5 rounds to the non- 

forfeiting team. Vote on changing this rule to make it 

average round points +1 if the forfeit occurs within 

the last 8 weeks of league. Prior to the last 8 weeks 

allow it to remain the same (5 round points).YES  

        

d- Change the unsportsmanlike rule to a warning to the 

individual for the 1st offense. If it happens again 

within a 1-year time frame the entire team is penalized 

1 round point.  NO        
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e- No new players after ½ point of season for any reason 

without DVPL approval first. Penalty will be loss of 

all rounds won for the match the infraction happened 

in or 2 round points, whichever is greater. The rounds 

are not added to the opponents score from the 

infraction match. The rounds are not added to the 

opponent score they are deducted from the team 

violating the rule. YES  

 

f- any physical altercation should be an automatic 1 year  

suspension with a vote from the captains to 

reinstatement to any new season.  YES - NO  

   

      

CURRENT GUIDELINES 
 

1-League to continue with the same format 
2-Women’s best shooters now pays top 3 
3-Cells phones not allowed while watching a bad hit 
 
4-League Fees are: 

$20 Score keeper fee 
$15 Bca 
$10 towards the pot 

5-Handicap is 150% 
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6-Position rounds to stay the same (3). 
7-We will be using a template based on number of 
teams. 
8-Any team who chooses to play out of Farrington’s 
pays for ½ of the fee & DVPL pays the other 1/2. ($50) 
The team(s) pay the entire $100 sponsor fee on their 

own (no more DVPL paying for ½ of the fee. YES. We 
will be communicating with this sponsor again before we 
start we will have a final answer with regards to fees. 
9-Our sponsors added $2300 towards our pot.  
10-Any new players are placed on Tina M’s team.  
11-Single blinds from 6 to 8. Raise to 7, allow a single 
double blind based on how many blinds are being 

used. YES 

12-Standings will continue to determine the # of your 
team.  
13-The floater alternate concept will continue based on 
need.  
14-Alternate has no financial obligation unless agreed 
with captain. E-mail us a week ahead when in need. 
15-Players who wish to purchase a drink full prize to 
qualify for the half free drink from the sponsors.  Players 
are expected to tip the bartenders. 
16-Players will pay $3 for warm up time as long as it is 
at 7:00 pm.  
17-League starts at 7:30. If anyone wants to play before 
7:00 pm they will have to pay sponsor’s regular price. 
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18-At the end of the night if there are not coin tables, 
every team will pay $8 for the tables use when they 
return the balls. 
19-The players will always show sportsmanlike behavior 
and never disrespect the bar, its patrons or the players. 

20-We will continue to use the same rules whenever ties 
between teams are to be resolved. Position round 
matches are not used in resolving ties. 

21-Tie breaker #1 - Whichever team won the most round 
points when they played against each other during the 
regularly scheduled match/matches. We will however 
split the money evenly between the teams. 
22-Tie breaker #2 – To only be used if Tie Breaker #1 
didn’t resolve the tie. Count the number of games won 
between the two teams from the match/matches when 
they played against each other. 
23-Tie breaker #3 – To only be used if Tie Breaker #1 & 
#2 didn’t resolve the tie. Count the total number of 
games won by the teams that are tied for the entire 
season. 
When it comes to selecting who plays a blind the team 
with 4 players gets to select who will play the blind. The 
blind shall always be on the 4rth position. 

24- End of year Tourney. Keeping the same format of a 
blind draw, single round. Everyone will pay $20 to enter. 
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25-All new male players will start as 8’s and women’s as 
7’s. 

26-All Captains need to know the rules, posted on 
website. Make it their responsibility to be familiar 
with DVPL's guidelines. 

27-DVPL Master Rules were updated and posted on 
website dated 2017. However, minutes take precedence. 

DVPL reserves the right to refuse participation to anybody 

that we believe has a poor sportsman like behavior or owes 

money. Warnings will remain in effect for 1 year from 

warning date. We have stablished rules. Refer to master 

rules if needed, however the minutes take precedence. 

 
Teams please confirm your participation: 

1st Jaguar’s Pool Dawgs- Anthony  

2nd Vinnie’s - Jason 

3th Rack em up – Cony (Confirmed) 

4rth Jaguar’s - Randy 

5th Cue n Brew -Andy 

6th Jaguar’s "Dirty Mike and the Boys"– Anthony P 

(Confirmed) 

7th  The Office - Jim 

8th Retro Junkie’s Soft Pockets - Bonnie 

9th  Cue n Brew - Fawn 
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10th  Vinnie’s - George 

11th The Office’s Band of Brothers - Dennis 

12th  Vinnies's Shark Shooters – Ken (Confirmed) 

13th  Cue n Brew - Matthew 

14th Vinnies's 4 Play - Carmen  

15th Farrington’s - Gary M  

16th Masses –Phil 

17th Cue n Brew - Tina L  

18th Chucks’s Corner - Marcus 

19th JC’s - Gary 

20th The Office – Bryan 

21th Retro Junkie’s –Tina (Confirmed) 

22th Clayton Bowl Busting Balls– Sue 

23th Clayton Bowl C and the Bitches- Andrea 

 

  

 

 


